
 
 

 

Motorola Solutions, Inc. 
500 W Monroe Street, Ste 4400 
Chicago, IL 60661-3781 
USA 

 

September 29,2022 

Major Mark Liebig 

Lee’s Summit Police Department 

10 NE Tudor | Lee's Summit, MO 64086 

 

RE: KA-Comm.,Inc.  is a Authorized  Installer of Motorola Solutions In-Car Video Products for Lee’s 

Summit PD, MO. and in the KC Metro area. 

Motorola Solutions, Inc. (Motorola) appreciates the opportunity to provide KA-Comm, Inc. as the 

preferred and only company in the metro KC area as the  authorized installer of our In-Car Video 

products (4RE/M500) for Lee’s Summit PD, and in the KC metro area.  . 

Our In-Field Video Recording Solutions 

V300 Body-Worn Camera – With a rugged exterior and evidence-quality security, the V300 features a 

detachable battery that can be easily switched out during long shifts. That battery, along with a 128GB 

storage capacity, solves the battery life and storage dilemmas faced when implementing body-worn 

cameras. A clear LCD display on the top of the camera allows easy viewing of device status, and the 

camera offers a natural field of view that eliminates fisheye effects while being adjustable to 

accommodate a range of body-worn positions. 

VISTA WiFi and XLT Body-Worn Cameras – Our Vista body-worn cameras offer simple operation 

and HD recording in multiple form factors. The VISTA WiFi integrated camera offers a lens that can 

rotate 40° for optimal aiming from any mounting location, and a back-lit LCD that displays battery level, 

recording status, and storage space. The VISTA XLT provides a two-piece form factor with a camera that 

can be mounted on the body, or on the head for point-of-view recording. 

M500 In-Car Video  – The M500 is a purpose-built powerful ALPR and video analytics platform 

designed not just to capture video evidence but to keep you safer and more efficient in the moment. M500 

display’s intuitive user interface makes it simple to operate, with no function more than three taps away, 

and even if your vehicle is in a serious collision, the system can switch to a built-in UPS to continue 

capturing evidence for those vital extra seconds.  The front camera is able to capture panoramic and 

focused views simultaneously, save footage of critical incidents in  high resolution, and routine events in 

lower resolution to enable automatic storage management per individually configured retention policy, so 

you never have to compromise between quality and efficiency. 

4RE In-Car Video – The 4RE panoramic camera features two heads —one camera with a 68° field of 

view that can be aimed where needed, the other with pillar-to-pillar panoramic coverage. The 4RE’s 

patented multiple resolution encoding allows officers to save footage of critical incidents in HD, and 

routine events in lower resolution. This feature makes high definition practical by eliminating the painful 

compromise between video quality and file storage needs—effectively giving your agency HD video at 

SD cost. 
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Wireless Microphone – Used with 4RE In-Car Video, the Wireless Hi-Fi microphone delivers high-

fidelity audio and superior building penetration capabilities. It is manufactured according to Motorola 

transmitter specifications, and uses intelligent standby and a lithium polymer battery to provide up to 24 

hours of talk-time and up to 30 days of standby time. 

Body-Worn/In-Car Integrated Recording System – When deployed together, our body-worn cameras 

and 4RE (or M500) can form an integrated system that simplifies your officer’s operational and 

administrative workflows. Once one camera in the system is activated or triggered, every camera in the 

system will begin recording. This ensures that incidents are captured from multiple vantage points, with 

video and audio that is synced and automatically tagged with GPS and time-stamp data. Footage can be 

managed in-vehicle through a touchscreen interface or in-car computer before uploading via WiFi or LTE 

to your digital evidence management system. 

Motorola Solutions is the exclusive and sole manufacturer of the M500 and the 4RE Digital In-Car Video 

Systems, the High-Fidelity Wireless Microphone System, and the V300 and Vista wearable camera 

systems. These products are represented and sold by Motorola and its certified resellers and 

manufacturers representatives via direct or applicable national, state or regional contracts.  Those 

contracts allow customers to purchase Motorola products under the terms of those contract agreements. 

The Body Camera Systems include “No-Fault Warranties” and Motorola is the only company able to 

provide warranties and maintenance for the above-mentioned products. 

We look forward to working with you to develop a customized, integrated solution that meets your 

specific needs and provides you with the most value for your investment. To move ahead with this 

process, we invite you to contact Account Manager Name, Account Manager Title at Account Manager 

Phone, Account Manager Email. We thank you for your attention to this letter, and we look forward to 

working with you to develop and implement a solution that meets your needs. 

Sincerely, 

 

Gavin Wallace 

 

MOTOROLA SOLUTIONS, INC. 

 


